Functional cerebral asymmetry in auditory motion perception.
Several studies have shown a right-hemispheric advantage for sound localisation. However, most of these studies used stationary sound stimuli, although in most everyday situations humans are in motion when localising sound, or face a moving sound source. To elucidate the question of a functional asymmetry in cortical processing of auditory motion information, we tested 23 neurologically healthy human participants. Virtual leftward or rightward motion (broadband noise) was presented with variable movement angles (MA) in the horizontal plane (via headphones) in either the participants' left or right hemispace. Participants had to indicate whether the sound moved left or rightward. The frequency of "right" judgements determined as a function of MA had a sigmoidal shape in both hemispaces, indicating significant overall discrimination of motion direction. However, the frequency of correct judgements revealed a significantly better performance for the left than for the right hemispace, suggesting a superiority of the right hemisphere. This finding is in agreement with recent neuroimaging results showing higher right-hemispheric activity during localisation of moving sounds. The results might also point to a supramodal right-hemisphere advantage in the attentional processing of motion perception.